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in E. Show that the sequence (/„) is equicontinuous in E and converges simply to 0 in E,
but that it is not relatively compact in the space fcffttO (show that if it were, it would
converge uniformly to 0).
4.	Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, (/,) a sequence of functions m 'fi'{(V,),
which is equicontinuous at a point a e E, Show that if the sequence </;(</)) is conver-
gent to beF, then for any sequence (*„) in E such that  lim .vw    a, the sequence
(fnM) converges to b in F.
5.	Let E be a metric space, F a normed space. We say that a subset H of '*/ (K) is w//.
formly equicontinuous if for any s > 0, there is a 8   • 0 such that the relation </<.v, y) < 8
implies \\f(x) - /(>')!! ^ e for every /c H. Any function/* 1 1 is uniformly continuous;
conversely a finite set of uniformly continuous functions fa uniformly equicontinuous.
Show that for a bounded subset H, of ^'(B), the following properties arc equivalent;
 (a)	H is uniformly equicontinuous.
 (b)	The mapping x~->x of E into ^l''(H) (Problem I ) is uniformly continuous,
 (c)	The mapping (//, x) -> //(*) of H x E into F (H being considered as u stibspaee of
#f (E)) is uniformly continuous.

 6.	Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, H a uniformly equicontinuous subset of
#f(e) (Problem 5); show that the closure of II in V»|."(!i) is uniformly equicontinuous.
 7.	Let E be a compact metric space, F a normed space. Show that any cquicontinuous
subset of #f(e) is uniformly equicontinuous,
 8.	Let E be a compact metric space, F a Banach space. Show that if a subnet 1 1 of 'Mli)
is relatively compact, the union of all the sets H(,v), where >v < 1% is relatively compact
in F (use Problem 5 of Section 7,2).
 9.	Show that the conclusion of Ascoli's theorem (7.5 J) is still valid if instead of sup-
posing H(x) relatively compact in F for every .v t H, one only supposes I H \ I relatively
compact for all x e D, where D is a dense subset of H,

 10.	Let E be a metric space, H an equicontinuous subset of '^ridO. Show that the set A
of points xe E such that H(.v) is bounded in R is both open and closed in I » If K is
compact and connected and if for one point a*« t. K, H(,vtt) is bounded in R, then If is
relatively compact in ^(E).
 11.	Let E be a metric space, H an cquicontinuous subset of v«il(FO. I -or each \ * I-', let
v(x) = sup f(x), w(x) = inf/(.v); show that if v (resp. h') is finite ut one point *» »it is
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finite and continuous in a neighborhood of .v»; if K«v«) I •*' (resp, w(\») •<•)
then v(x) = H-co (resp. w(x) ---• «•) in a neighborhood of ,\0 . <*t>nclutle that the set
of points xe E for which «?(*) (resp. niv)) is finite is both open and closed in I;,
12.	Let I « [a, h] a compact interval in R. A function/* V5W(I) is said to he ttp\cMttf<M for
the constant k>Q if, for every pair (.v, x') of points of I,| /lv)    /(.\ ')| * , A h +    \ |,
Let K be the subset of fc'tt(I) consisting of all functions /"which are lipsehil/ian for A»
and such that/(fl)«0. Show that the ^entropy H,(K) and the /'-capacity C'*(K)
(Section 3.16, Problem 4) are given by the formulas
H,(K) - C2.(K) -	- ,   ,og 2      if	h an integer
if
(M is the largest integer < /). (One may assume k I by a suitable linem tramfor-
mation. Suppose b - a = /i6, where // is an integer. Consider the set Mn , of the
2n 1 functions g e K which are equal to affine functions in each of the interval*

